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Disclaimer

You are responsible for your tokens.

The  material  and  informaton  contained  on  this  document  is  for  technical  informaton 
purposes only. It is provided “as-is” on a best-efort basis.
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How to create an Ethereum wallet to receive your Altcoinomy tokens

1. Take the adequate precaution

It  is  important  to  understand that  if  you  operate  on  a  compromised  environment,  the 

 

punctuaton mark at the beginning or end of a word, convertng the letter "l" to the digit "1",  
writng a word backwards, etc. For example, "password,123" is not a good password, since 
adding ",123" is a common, simple transformaton of a word. 
Do not choose passwords less than eight characters long or that are made up solely of 
numbers or leters. Use letters of diferent cases, mixtures of digits and letters, and/or non-
alphanumeric characters. Eight characters is a minimum length. Using passwords of ten or 
more characters is more secure.

For more advice on how to create a secure password, please follow the wise security expert 
Bruce Schneier’s  recommendatons:

https://www.schneier.com/blog/archives/2014//03/choosingssecures1.html

Do not lose your password! It would be impossible to recover your tokens.
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3. Iontall MetaMank io yiur briwner aod create yiur vault

MetaMask ( https://metamask.io/ ) is a browser plug-in that allows you to interact with the 
Ethereum  blockchain.  It  includes  a  secure  identty  vault,  providing  a  user  interface  to 
manage your identtes on diferent sites and sign blockchain transactons. You can install 
the MetaMask add-on in Chrome, Firefox, or Opera.

a)  Download MetaMask from the aforementoned ofcial  website and install  it  on your 
favourite browser.

b) Open MetaMask (click on the fox icon in your browser plugin bar) and select “Create new 
vault”. The sofware will  internally generate a secret 12-word list called the wallet seed. 
Never tell this seed to anyone! Altcoinomy will never ask for your seed or private keys.

c) Enter your SECURE password and confrm it (it will be used to encrypt your seed on your 
disk).

d) Copy your personal  12-word seed on a secure medium (NOT your computer or your 
phone) and save it to a safe and secret place (the seed is a backup in case you lose access to  
your computer or if you want to use your wallet from another browser). Then click on “I’ve 
copied it somewhere safe”.
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